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Abstract
Digital Pathology is a recent clinical environment in which Electronic Health Records (EHRs), biopsy data and whole-slide-
images (WSI) come together to provide pathologists the necessary information for making a diagnosis. Integration of this
heterogeneous data into a single application is still one of the challenges in the evolution of pathology to a digital practice.
While pathologists can perform diagnoses routinely on digital slides only, this is not the case in clinical research. For such
purposes, the link between clinicopathological information of patients and images is essential. For example, image analysis
researchers who develop automated diagnostic (support) algorithms need to select a representative set of slides to evaluate
their methods. To achieve this, they need applications that combine cohort specification, slide image exploration, and selection
of suitable images. We present the visualization tool PATHONE, which enables users to perform these steps on a single screen,
integrating cohort and WSI selection.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications—

1. Introduction

Digital Pathology has been enabled by the introduction of whole
slide imaging scanners, which provide high-resolution images of
tissue slides. While pathologists have been reviewing such tissue
slides through conventional light microscopes since the 17th cen-
tury, the new technology aims to move their clinical practice and
workflow to computers. There are still many challenges ahead to
complete this transition.

One of these challenges is the integration of Electronic Health
Records (EHRs), tissue slides, slide annotations, pathologist’s
notes, and pathology reports into a single application that supports
both clinical practice and clinical research. Compared to radiol-
ogy, the workstations used in pathology lack integration of these
different sources of information, which generates delays and mis-
takes [Kru10]. Moreover, clinical researchers cannot easily identify
a set of relevant cases (a cohort) to be used in a clinical study, be-
cause of these separate systems.

In this paper, we propose PATHONE, a tool that aims at the in-
tegration of PATHology data into ONE single application. Instead
of working with the clinical information system to search for pa-
tients and then with slides manager software or Picture Archiv-
ing and Communicating Systems (PACS) for the matching im-
ages, users can perform all these operations via one interface.
Our initial target users are (clinical) image analysis researchers,
as they need to set up benchmark data sets to validate their meth-
ods [DCH∗10, LHH∗15, VKH∗12]. The current approach is to for-
mulate a request for slides to a technician/histologist in a pathology
lab. An example of such a request is:

I would like all H&E slides from patients matching the
following profile: all female breast cancer patients, post-
menopausal, age > 40, HER2-positive, M-0, Herceptin-
treated.

In this request, the researcher defines a cohort, a group of subjects
that share the same characteristics such as the ones listed. For these
subjects, the corresponding tissue slides need to be retrieved. From
this initial set of slides, the researcher selects a subset based on
quality criteria, e.g., the slides should be properly stained, have no
air bubbles, have no tears in the tissue, etc. The next step is to take
the slides to the image analysis workstation, and run the algorithm
and analyze the results. Generally, this workflow may take weeks,
because each step is accomplished on a different system or in a
different location, by different people. In PATHONE, the whole
workflow can be performed efficiently in one system by the image
analysis researchers themselves.

Our aim and contribution are the following:

Aim: Enable a clinical researcher to construct a cohort of relevant
cases and retrieve the corresponding slides for image analysis
on a single front-end application placed in a digital pathology
environment.

Contribution: We look specifically at the cohort formulation
problem linked to slide retrieval from the point of view of an
image analysis researcher or domain expert. We demonstrate
that PATHONE supports this research workflow on a dataset of
one thousand breast cancer patients, collected from the Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) [TCGan]. Users can construct simple co-
horts and navigate in only a few steps to a single tumor cell as
detected by image analysis.
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2. Related work

In this section we briefly review visualization approaches for cohort
selection, histology image exploration and content-based image re-
trieval. Cohort selection tools have been proposed in the visualiza-
tion community to enhance and improve this process.

Applications as COQUITO [Jos16], INFUSE [KPB14], and
CAVA [ZGP14] allow users to build a cohort in an iterative way,
and they improve upon the query-based extraction of cohorts from
a database. However, in clinical (image analysis) research, the link
between cohort details and medical images is important. While
these tools provide many options and good decision support, they
do not provide access to medical images matching the cohorts, nor
do they provide integration with image analysis tools.

Histology image exploration has been addressed in visualization
research. GRAPHIE [DWHM15] is a recent visual analytics tool
to explore, annotate, and discover relationships in histology image
collections. It supports slide browsing driven by computed features.
The relationships between the images are represented by a graph,
where each node has a color representing the type of tissue in an
image patch. Clusters become visible, which improve the annota-
tion process and understanding of the whole collection. Unfortu-
nately the tool does not scale up to large image collections. In a
digital pathology environment where hundreds of tissue slides are
scanned daily, this is a limiting factor regarding the efficiency of
the workflow.

Zegami [Zeg16] is commercial software for high throughput vi-
sual image exploration. This solution focuses on image exploration
and filtering by fields not related to clinical information. Hundreds
of image thumbnails are shown, and the user can choose to lay them
out in a grid, graph, table, or a map. Different filters can be applied
but this solution does not take cohort construction into account.

Finally, there are content-based image retrieval systems (CBIR).
These systems aim to combine low-level image processing tech-
nology with high-level semantic analysis of medical image con-
tent [THI03, ZWGB03]. Such systems are suitable to find slides
similar to a given one, but do not support cohort construction ei-
ther.

Visualization tools with the ability to combine cohort construc-
tion with whole-slide-image (WSI) exploration are still lacking.
Specifically aimed at digital pathology, our tool aims to fill this
gap.

3. Data and Tasks

In PATHONE, we use the breast cancer dataset from The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) [TCGan]. This project started in 2005 col-
lecting data concerning genomic mutations responsible for cancer
and all the information that could be interesting for research stud-
ies, including tissue slides. We selected this dataset because of the
quality and variety in attributes, and because image analysis on dig-
ital slides of breast tissue is a well-studied topic [VPvDV14]. Fur-
thermore, most of the samples that are inspected in pathology labs
are from breast cancer patients [BMP], and, therefore, this data set
is of great interest to image analysis researchers.

The dataset consists of 1078 breast cancer patients of whom

almost 2000 slides were collected. For each patient, there are
150 clinical categorical and numerical attributes. Multiple sam-
ples/biospecimen per patient were collected too (primary tu-
mor/blood sample). There are over 2200 biospecimen, which are
linked to the slides where they came from. This multiplicity leads
to about 150 additional attributes overall. Tissue slides are avail-
able from the portal to enhance research studies on pathology data
[GCS∗]. We downloaded 150 slides whose sizes range from 200
MB to 2.7 GB. By convention, images captured with a resolution
of .25 micron/pixel (mpp) are referred to as 40X, images captured
with a resolution of .5 mpp are referred to as 20X, etc. A typical
image is about 80,000 x 60,000 pixels, or 4.8Gp, and captured in
24-bit color, amounting to about 15GB of data before compres-
sion [PPP12, SCPP11]. The dataset covers the type of information
that is necessary to make a diagnosis in a pathology lab or in a
tumor board. It consists of:

Clinicopathological information. This concerns all information
that characterizes patients, such as demographic data, comorbidi-
ties, pathology data as tumor stage and classification, and results
from laboratory tests (cancer specific).

Tissue information. This concerns excisions and biopsies of tis-
sue, which are called samples or biospecimen in histology. Each of
them is divided into portions. From a portion, a glass slide is cre-
ated.

Slide information. For a single patient, multiple glass slides can
be generated. These are digitized and an identification code is as-
signed to each of them. Our dataset provides information about the
tissue type on the slide. All slides are H&E stained, where H and E
stand for the chemical compounds hematoxylin and eosin, respec-
tively. This is one of the principal staining methods in histology,
often the gold standard, which gives a characteristic pink color to
the tissue and colors the cell nuclei blue (see Fig.1f for an example).

Radiology Images. Pathology and radiology form the core
of cancer diagnosis [SAE∗12]. In The Cancer Imaging Archive
(TCIA) [CVS∗13], radiology exam type information is available
for about 139 TCGA patients that either went for breast MRI or for
screening mammograms.

We interviewed three image analysis researchers with experience
in pathology labs, to understand their way of working and their
needs. From these interviews, we derived the following main tasks:

T1 Search a cohort that fits the research question in the clinical
information system.

T2 Look for tissue slides in the PACS or the glass archive to find
which blocks of tissue correspond to the relevant cases.

T3 Make a list of the tissue slides suitable for image analysis,
based on their appearance and quality.

T4 Pre-process images and run the algorithms on digital slides.
Example image analysis methods are nuclei detection, identifi-
cation of tissue types, and detecting particular receptors through
other kinds of staining. For further details concerning breast can-
cer image analysis, we refer to Vega et al. [VPvDV14].

The image analysis researchers indicated that the first three tasks
suffer from multiple time-consuming checks in order to be sure that
each slide actually matches the established criteria. A major prob-
lem is that these tasks have to be performed on different systems,
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Figure 1: The screenshot shows the main components of PATHONE. Each panel can be directly related to a task. T1 can be performed on
the selection panel (a). The matching cases and slides are visible in the query view (b) and the slides gallery (c) which correspond to T2. T3
can be performed as the user moves to the options available in the slide filtering panel (d). Hence, T2 and T3 can be fulfilled in (c) and (a);
views are updated according to the available images for the current selection. T4 can be performed on the individual pop-up view shown in
(e). Nuclei features are represented in the window (e) and results from detection become visible zooming on an interesting region (f)

typically via some intermediate person like a lab assistant, which
makes it cumbersome to refine search criteria efficiently.

4. Approach

Our approach consists of cohort selection and visualization, slide
retrieval, individual image viewing, and a concept image analysis
result visualization on a tissue slide of interest. The user interface
consists of three sections; each one offers different functionalities
and is designed for a different purpose. The screenshot shown in
Fig.1 presents the main components of PATHONE. The selection
view (a) is dedicated to select clinical (and pathological) features
(T1), and provides a visualization of the selected cohort with re-
spect to the whole data set. This component hosts four sections
arranged vertically, which we explain in the following section. The
query view (b) and the slides gallery view (c) show the current query
and a thumbnail gallery of matching slides (T2). The slide filtering
view (d) is dedicated to tissue slide filtering (T3). These three pan-
els are linked views. Every action performed on Panel a affects our
cohort selection and the gallery view. An example for T4 is pre-
sented in a pop-up window accessible from the slides gallery. In
the following, we explain the components of PATHONE in more
detail.

4.1. Selection View

The selection view allows users to construct a cohort of patients
and provides cohort visualization. This view contains several com-
ponents to filter on attribute values:

Favorite Features. The user starts with T1 from a preset of fil-
ters as shown in Fig. 1.a-1. Each attribute can have multiple values
of which the semantics are clinically specific. The user has a list
of preset values to use at first to build the cohort. According to the
type of cancer, the researcher will need to set specific criteria. In
Fig. 1, the preset list of attributes for breast cancer contains gender,
tumor tissue site, pathologic stage, histological type, and attributes
regarding the TNM staging system [LHS09].

A list of hundreds of attributes and values is difficult to explore,
and, in this context, it becomes important to understand the effects
of the current selection parameters. Therefore, for each attribute,
the possible values are visualized in interactive rectangular boxes of
which the inner fill level corresponds to the percentage of patients
fulfilling the query parameters. Each box can act as a filter in the
selection; a click on a box adds the attribute as a filter criterion,
and affects the cohort selection. We chose for simple boxes as they
are familiar to our target users. Alternatively, treemaps could have
been used to obtain a more compact and detailed overview of the
attributes (as in COQUITO [Jos16]) but they are less intuitive to
use.

Features on demand. This panel (Fig. 1a-2) gives access to dif-
ferent categories of attributes: generic features, drug treatment, fol-
low up details, new tumor-event cases, and cancer-specific features.
Each category has its own attributes which can be used to further
specify the research question during T1. This panel has two views:
one shows the attributes, the other lists the possible values for the
selected attribute. The list views are enriched with a bar that in-
dicates the number of patients fulfilling the selection criteria. At-
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tributes can be added to the preset filters with a right mouse button
click for future use.

Other Sources. Researchers may need complementary data to
select their cohort of patients. Examples are radiology images, pre-
vious pathology reports, patients which have been administered
with a specific drug or went for a specific radiation therapy, to name
a few. If available, these can be added as selection criteria (Fig. 1.a-
3).

My Slides. A list of slides satisfying the filter criteria (T2) is
shown in a separate tab (Fig. 1.a-4). Information about the tissue
type is paired to the slide code. The user can click on the slide to
see a larger version to assess the image’s eligibility for the study
(Not shown in Fig. 1).

4.2. Overview Component

The central area of PATHONE gives access to three different views
dedicated to the output of users’ actions.

My Query. Cohort specification (b) is shown in a table format.
Each filter criterion (attribute name and value) corresponds to a row
in this table. The patient and slide counts are shown as well. We
decided to use a table to keep the query formulation clean and intu-
itive, while filters are applied. Our cohort selection does not support
branching and joining in more complicated queries yet, hence a list
view suffices. Filters can be deleted at any level. This action trig-
gers an automatic update of the query according to the remaining
filters, and it also updates the boxes of the attributes in the selec-
tion panel on the left. When a different value for the same attribute
is selected the query is updated, and the visualization is updated
accordingly. This component was designed to accomplish T2.

Slides Gallery. The slides are shown in a thumbnails grid. The
user can navigate through the set of slides satisfying the criteria as
desired in T2. Mousing over a thumbnail opens a tooltip contain-
ing more details of the image. Clicking an image opens a single-
slide view in a pop-up window dedicated to the individual high-
resolution digital slide.

Single-slide pop-up view. A slide viewer is commonplace in a
digital pathology platform. We provide a viewer, which supports
the standard zooming and panning features. In this view, the users
can evaluate the quality of an image, inspecting for example the
staining and the margins of the tissue (T3). Furthermore, this view
provides a visualization of computed image features, if available.
The figure shows an example of automated nuclei detection and a
visualization of nuclei boundaries in yellow (T4).

4.3. Slide Filtering Component

Finding the right and most relevant tissue slides to construct a co-
hort is an important challenge (T3). In our dataset, each slide has
information regarding the percentages of tissue type. This can be
used, for example, to select images suitable for nuclei detection by
filtering for slides with a high percentage of tumor cells and a low
percentage of lymphocyte infiltration. The scatterplot gives visual
support for this operation. In addition, the bar chart provides addi-
tional information about the slides, such as average percentage of

tumor cells and tumor stages. The bars are interactive and can be
clicked so that the corresponding attribute is added as a filtering cri-
terion in the cohort selection. In future work, this component will
be enriched with different tools which handle features generated
from image analysis (e.g. object-level features [KPSW]), as shown
in GRAPHIE.

4.4. Implementation

PATHONE is implemented in Java with a JavaFX user interface.
To handle the tissue slides, we rely on the OpenSlide library
[GGH∗13]. This open source library is robust and shows high per-
formance in handling and interacting with these large images.

5. Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we have introduced PATHONE, a tool for cohort se-
lection based on both clinical attributes and slide image attributes.
We have identified a set of tasks specific to image analysis re-
searchers in the context of digital pathology, and have shown that
the corresponding research workflow can be performed with our
tool. Although we have implemented our prototype on a dataset of
breast cancer cases from TCGA, our approach is generic and di-
rectly supports other cancer datasets from TCGA, or other data sets
with minor modifications.

The informal feedback collected from our three domain experts
can be summarized as: "It can definitely speed up our research",
"this would be really interesting for me","it would have been nice
to have a similar tool in the last months". This shows that the cur-
rent implementation of the tool satisfies their immediate needs. We
plan to involve more domain experts, and perform a more formal
evaluation.

As future work, we plan additional use cases coming from other
domain experts (beyond image analysis). Furthermore, we will in-
vestigate statistical support and machine learning techniques to
enhance the quality and the automation of the selection process.
We also plan to incorporate more advanced (visual) cohort selec-
tion methods [Jos16] , [KPB14], [ZGP14] and [BLC∗09]. An open
problem is also the visualization of image analysis results given the
size and scale of the image slides. Simple visualization by overlay-
ing features and extracted edges leads to cluttered views, and spe-
cific solutions need to be developed to provide insight into these
features across different resolutions.

6. Availability of the tool

Our tool is available at www.acorvo.it\pathone
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